hi I'm NASA Kennedy's clip flannel and

I'm taking you inside KSC its spacex

falcon heavy rocket thundered away from

launch complex 39a at NASA's Kennedy

Space Center in Florida it carried 24

satellites including for NASA payloads

on the Department of Defense's space

test program to mission the early

morning liftoff rattled windows across

Florida Space Coast at 2:30 a.m. on

Tuesday June 25th the NASA payloads on

board included the twin satellites

enhanced tandem beacon experiment the

deep space atomic clock the green
propellant and fusion mission and space

environment test beds all four were successfully deployed after liftoff find.

out more about these exciting new technologies at nasa.gov forward slash spacex a critical component for future crewed missions to the International Space Station has been stowed for flight.

the International docking adaptor 3 was carefully packed away in the unpressurized trunk section of the SpaceX Dragon spacecraft on June 19 it will launch to the orbiting laboratory in July on the company's 18th commercial
resupply mission the adapter will support future US crude vehicles visiting the station and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC
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